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ABSTRACT 

This report describes an investigation oJ:· the deterioration of 
polyethylene and polyvinylchloride cable .materials which occurred 
in the containment building of the Savannah River nuclear reactor 
located at Aiken, South Carolina. Radiation·dosimetry and 
temperature mapping data of the containment area ind{cated that 
the maximum dose experienced by the cable materials was only 2.5 
Mrad at an average operating temperature of 43°C. Considering this 
relatively moderate environment, the amount of material degradation 
seemed surprising. · 

To unders·tand these findings, we undertook an experimental 
program on the commercial polyethylene and polyvinylchloride 
materials used at the plant to investigate their degradation 
behavior under combined y -radiation and elevated temperature 
conditions. Several important aging effects were observed, 
including 1) a strong synergism between radiation and temperature, 
2) large dose-rate dependent effects which occur over a wide range 
of dose rates, and 3) a dependence of the degradation in 
sequential radiation, elevated-temperature experiments on the 
ordering of the sequential exposure. The aging effects are 
discussed in terms of a chemical mechanism involving thermal 
breakdown of peroxides formed in reactions initiated by the 
radiation. Evidence for this mechanism is derived from infrared 
and chemiluminescence measurements and from chemical techniques. 

It is established that the material deterioration at the 
plant resulted from radiation-induced oxidation and that the 
degradation rate can be correlated with local levels of radiation 
intensity.in the containment area. It is concluded that test 
m.ethods for aging and qualification testing of organic materials 
for use in. a nuclear-plant environment should be designed to test 
for dose-rate effects and synergisms. · 
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INTRODUCTION 

Organic materials play an integral role in safety-related 
equipment inside the containment buildings of nuclear reactors. The 
largest single nuclear application of organic material is in 
cable insulation and jacketing. Seals, a-rings and gaskets, which 
are found in many types of equipment including motors, pumps, 
actuators, valves, transmitters and switches, are a second 
major application. Other examples include connectors, motor 
windings and varnishes, circuit boards, terminal blocks and 
lubricants. The aging behavior of the organic materials used 
in the containment area is an important engineering concern in 
nuclear power plant design. 

In November, 1976, an inspection of a pump suction valve in 
the Savannah River K-reactor at Aiken, South Carolina, revealed 
badly embrittled polyethylene (PE) insulation on the power 
control wiring. A subsequent check of other cables in the K 
reactor, as well as in the similarly configured C and P reactors, 
brought to light additional sections of cable having embrittled 
PE. We undertook an investigation of the Savannah River cable 
materials with two main objectives: 

1) to understand,the cause of the degradation 

2) to determine whether carefully designed aging tests 
would have indicated a potential problem with the 
use of this cable in the containment environment. 

EXPERIMENTAL 

Materials 

We obtained a 60 m length of seven-conductor cable that 
had been removed from the C reactor. The cabling consisted of 
seven multi-stranded copper conductors each covered with a 
different colored polyethylene insulation (black, green, 
red, blue, orange, white, white with black stripes) and a 
thin nylon sleeve, all of which were,enclosed in a polyvinyl 
chloride (PVC) jacket (Fig. 1). It had been purchased in 

Figure L Cross section. of cabling removed from the reactor 
containment building. 
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June of 1963 and had experienced an estimated 12 years of inte
grated reactor operation. The insulation was characterized as 
low to medium density polyethylene; the jacketing consisted 
of a carbon black filled PVC formulation. This type of PVC
jacketed cabling having PE insulation or crosslinked PE 
insulation was widely used in nuclear reactors built prior 
to the mid 1970's (1). For the laboratory aging experiments 
described in this paper, we were able to obtain cable samples 
from the Savannah River plant which had been purchased from 
the same manufacturer at the same time as the degraded cable 
in containment, but which had been kept at ambient temperature 
and had not been exposed to radiation. This material was of 
the same type as that removed from containment except that 
it was three-conductor (red, white and black PE) instead 
of seven-conductor cabling. 

Tensile Measurements 

Tensile tests were performed using an Instron Model 1130 
Testing Machine equipped with pneumatic grips and having an extenso
meter clamped to the sample. After carefully removing both the 
wire conductor and the thin nylon sleeve, the PE samples were 
tensile tested as hollow tubes having 1 mm wall thickness. The 
PVC outer jacket was cut with a die into rectangular strip 
tensile samples having a 5.6 mm width. Samples were strained 
at 12.7 em/min; initial jaw separation was 5.1 em. The tensile 
test data given throughout this report represent the average 
obtained from three or more samples. The typical scatter in the 
data was about + 20% of the measured value in the case of the PE, 
and about + 7% of the measured value in the case of the PVC. 

Infrared Spectroscopy 

Infrared spectra were obtained with a Nicolet Model 7199 
FTIR spectrometer. Samples were prepared by grinding the polymer 
at -196°C, mixing the resulting powder with ground KBr and 
pressure forming a pellet. 

Mandrel Bend Tests 

Mandrel bend tests were performed by wrapping the PE
insulated wires around a series of cylinders having progressively 
smaller diameters, and rating each test on a pass/fail basis 
according to a visual inspection for the appearance of cracks in 
the PE. Mandrel diameters used ranged from 40X down to lX 
the diameter of the PE-insulated wire. 
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Chemiluminescence Measurements 

Thermally induced chemiluminescence measurements were carried 
out on aged and unaged PVC samples by John Nixon of Battelle 
Columbus Laboratories using instrumentation similar to that 
described before (2). Samples were heated at 150°C with a slow, 
constant air flow. Light emission was monitored as a function 
of heating time. 

PH3 Treatment of Polymer Samples 

PH3 experiments were performeg using a Parr bomb. Preirradiated 
samples were treated with 1.4 x 10 Pa (200 psi) of PH~ for 24 hr 
at room temperature. The samples were then left stand1ng open to 
the air for three days before elevated temperature aging. 

Radiation Aging Facility 

Figure 2 shows an artist's rendition of the radiation facility. 
Approximately 16,000 curies of Co-60 is positioned at the bottom of 
a water-filled stainless-steel lined concrete tank whose dimensions 
are 1.2 m by 2.4 rn by 4.6 rn deep. Radiation aging is carried out 
in water-tight test cells by lowering the cells to the bottom of 
the tank. Four meters of water, separating the Co-60 from experi
menters at the top of the tank, provides radiation shielding. A 
water level control system and various radiation level monitors 
connected to an alarm system provide backup safety. 

Details of the radiation aging portion of the facility are 
shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Two different spatial arrangements of 
Co-60 pencils exist, one for high dose-rate experiments, the other 
for intermediate to low dose-rate exposures. Figura 3 shows the 
arrangement used for high dose-rate exposures; it contains approxi
mately 10,000 curies distributed in 12 cobalt pencils (dimensions 
of 1.14 em diameter by 32 ern length) evenly spaced in a cylindrical 
holder of 18 em diameter. Aging chambers can be placed either 
inside the cylinder of cobalt at the highest dose rate (~900 kR/hr) 
or in two positions adjacent to the cobalt cylinder. This cylindrical 
cobalt holder is supported at the end of two parallel channels. 
These channels also support the low dose-rate linear Co-60 holder 
and its associated air tanks and test cell holders, shown in 
Fig. 4. The cobalt holder for this linear array is configured 
similar to a test tube rack in which roughly 6,000 curies of 
cobalt-60 contained in 25 pencils is distributed approximately 
uniformly along its length. Test cell holders, each containing 
four cylindrical holes, are oriented parallel to the linear 
cobalt holder and are located on both sides of the source at 
various distances from it. Test cells placed in any of the 
holes of a given holder receive comparable radiation dose rates. 
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COBALT60 
TEST FACILITY 

Figure 2. General view of radiation aging facility. 



CIRCULAR ARRAY RADIATION SOURCE 

Figure 3. Diagram of the high dose-rate portion of the aging 
facility. 

LINEAR ARRAY RADIATION SOURCE 
Figure 4. Diagram of the low dose-rate portion of the aging 

facility. 

The particular dose rate is governed by the distance from the cobalt 
array and by the shielding between the test cell and the array. 
Gradients in dose rates occur in the individual test cells: for 
example, there is a dropoff in dose rates between-the parts of the 
cell closest to, and furthest from, the cobalt. Minimizing these 
radial gradients requires moving the cell as far from the cobalt 
as possible. At the same time, it is desirable to minimize the 
amount of Co-60 required for a given dose rate at a given distance: 
this necessitates a minimum of shielding between the test cells and 
the cobalt. These two requirements were satisfied by using air 
tanks for filling any space between the Co-60 holder and the 
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test cell holders and by designing air-filled (water-tight) test 
cell holders. ~his arrangement not only minimizes gradients across 
the test cells for a given dose rate, but also minimizes the steps 
in dose rate occurring among adjacent test cell holders. 

Another feature of this arrangement is the flexibility to 
spatially reposition the test cell holders ·in order to select 
appropriate dose rates for a given exp~riment. This also implies 
that new test cell holders capable of holding largei cells could 
easily be incorporated ihto the apparatus. 

A detailed sketch of a test cell is shown in Fig. 5. Th~ 
cylindrical sample aging region (10 em diameter an¢1 18 em long) is 
located inside a brass can, which 'is in turn· suspended from the 

TEST CELL 

AIR DIFFUSION 
PLATE 

TEST 
SPECIMENS 

Figure 5. Underwater radiation test chamber. 



lid of a double-walled stainless-steel can. (The double-walled 
design provides some thermal insulation.) When the stainless-
steel lid is lifted free of the stainless-steel can, a brass 
lid at the bottom of the brass can is easily removed, allowing 
access to the.sample aging region. The sample region is heated 
using an insulated nichrome wire wrapped around the sides of the 
brass can and also around a pancake heater which lies between the 
brass can and the stainless-s~eel lid. The auxiliary pancake 
heater was found to be useful~for reducing rather substantial 
temperature gradients at the top of the sample aging region caused 
by the heat-sink effect of the massive top of the stainless-steel 
can. To accurately control and monitor the temperature in the 
sample region, two resistance temperature devices (RTDs) were 
incorporated in the design. A control RTD is directly clamped to 
the inside wall of the brass can and a monitor RTD is positioned , 
close to the center· of the sample-aging region. A 2.9 em OD 1 

plastic tube runs from the top of the stainless-steel can up through 
the water tank. Lead wires for the heater and the two RTDs feed 
·through this tube. In addition, a small tube inside the outer 

· plastic tube is used to circulate air or other gaseous envirqnments 
past the sample region at controlled· flow rates. The temperature 
capabilities of the test cells are room temperature to 150°C. At 
150°C, long term stability and accuracy of the tempe~ature was found 
to be better than + 0.3°C. Measured temperature gradients across 
the sample-aging region. were less than + 1.0°C. 

Figure 6 shows the current arrangement of the aging facility 
viewed from the top of the tank. The cylindrical holder is 
positioned at one end of the tank. For the linear source, three 
adjacent test cell holders are located as close as possible to 
one side of the cobalt source. On the other side, a 23 em wide 
air tank separates three adjacent test cell holders from the 
cobalt. Radiation dose rates at numerous locations in each 
aging position were measured using both a Victoreen Model 550 
Radocon III Integration/Rate Electrometer and thermoluminescent 
CaF2 wafers; agreement between the two methods was excellent. 
Since vertical and radial gradients exist in each aging location, 
sample positions during aging are always noted so accurate estimates 
of dose rates can be made. Quoted dose rates have an estimated 
uncertainty of + 7%. Figure 6 lists the approximate center-of-
can dose rates in the eight facility aging levels on January 1, 
1981. 

Thermal Aging Facility 

Thermal aging is normally carried out in air-circulating ovens. 
There are numerous disadvantages and potential problems associated 
with this arrangement. Large temperature gradients occur in many 

ovens, and rapid movement of air past samples will often hasten 
the removal of volatile components (plasticizers, anti-oxidants), 
leading to unrealistically accelerated degradations. If two or 
more materials are aged in the same oven there is the danger that 
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Figure 6. Overhead schematic view of radiation aging facility 
showing center-of-can dose rate levels as of 
January 1, 1981. 

outgassing or volatile degradation products from one material will 
affec.t the deterioration of another material. If, for this re.ason, 
only one material is aged in a given oven, the number of ovens 
required for a long-term program can be prohibitive. 

With the above problems in mind, a unique and versatile 
thermal aging facility was constructed. The facility uses air
circulating ovens, each modified to accomodate a number of self
contained aging cells. A detailed sketch of one of these aging 
cells is shown in Fig. 7. It consists of a bell jar glass 
chamber which rests on a silicone gasket which in turn rests on 
an aluminum stand. A gas inlet line enters the sample aging 
region from the bottom through holes in the aluminum base and 
the silicone gasket. This arrangement allows aging to be carried 
out under various atmospheres (e.g., air, inert gas} and controlled 
gas-flow conditions. A small hole at the top of the glass chamber 
serves as a-gas exit and as a means of introducing a permanently 
positioned thermcouple into the center of the sample region. Lead 
and aluminum co.llars help to insure an air-tight seal around tne 
base of the glass chamber. These collars also improve the thermal 



Figure 7. Oven aging cell. 

ALUMINUM COLLAR 

LEAD COLLAR 

SILICONE GASKET 

ALUMINUM BASE 

stability and reduce temperature gradients in the sample aging 
region. A perforated stainless-steel sample basket sits inside 
of the glass chamber. To gain access to the samples, the glass 
chamber is lifted and tipped sideways~ allowing the sample basket 
to slip free. 

The aging cells are constructed in two sizes; smaller cells 
hold 5 em ID by 13 em-long sample baskets, while larger cells 
accommodate 7.5 em ID by 13 em-long baskets. Three of the smaller 
aging cells are incorporated in 27 liter air-circulating ovens. 
As many as six of the large cells have been placed in bigger 
ovens. Extensive temperature mapping inside the cells indicates 
tbat variations in tl?mpPrr~t.ure throu<;Jhout the sample region are 
less than + l°C at 150°C, and that much less short-term cyclic 
temperaturi fluctuatioh occur~ inside a cell than iri the 
su:rrounding oven. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Degraded Cable From The Reactor Containment Building 

On visual inspec~ion, the 60 m cable removed from the 
Savannah River reactor building showed alternating areas of 
flexible and badly embrittled PE insulation. After 
removal of the PVC jacketing it was found that for the most 
severely affected regions, the extent of damage was such 
that handling or bending caused the PE insulation to crack 
and fall off of the wires. The install·ation position of the 
cable is indicated in Figs. 8 and 9 which are simplified 
diagrams of the reactor building. Near the -6 m (-20 ft} 
level the cable enters the cable tray at the point marked B 
in Fig. 9 and exits from containment at point M. Mandrel 
bend tests were performed on the PE insulation at a series 
of intervals along the cable. The upper plot in Fig. 10 gives 
the mandrel bend results for the cable as a function of position 
in the reactor (B-M refers to positioning in Fig. 9}. A pronounced 
color dependency is evident, with radiation tolerance decreasing 
in the order: black > green > blue > red > orange, white, white 
with black stripes. The PVC jacketing, which showed no signs of 
visible degradation, was subjected to tensile elongation testing. 
The lower plot in Fig. 10 gives reduced elongation (e/e0 , the 
experimental elongation divided by the value for PVC material 
in an unaged state}, again as a function of position in 
containment. The areas of PVC showing reduced elongation 
correspond to areas having degraded PE. In areas where PE 
showed no evidence of degradation, the elongation data for PVC 
were essentially identical to values for unaged cable. 

+66 

HEAT EXCHANGER BAY 

""" 

EMBRITTLED 
CABLE LOCATION 

Figure 8. Cross sectional diagram of the reactor building. 
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I I 
I I 

I 

Figure 9. Diagram of the containment building near the -6 m 
(-20 foot) level. The cable originates at a lower 
point A (not shown), enters the cable tray at B, 
and exits from containment at M. Numbers in boxes 
indicate measured dose rate values in rads/hr. 
Roman numerals in circles indicate the positioning 
of temperature monitors. 

Elongation measurements were not taken on the PE due to experi
mental difficulties in stripping away the nylon sleeve, which 
tended to adhere strongly in the case of degraded specimens. 

Environmental Mapping Inside the Containment Building 

Radiation dosimetry mapping was carried out by Savannah 
River personnel at a series of points inside the reactor using 
temperature-luminescence dosimeters. Some of their results 
are shown in Fig. 9 where dose rates in rads per hour are 
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Figure 10. Mechanical properties versus cable position (B through 
Min Fig. 9). Upper plot: Mandrel bend results for 
P~ insulation. Lower plot: Tensile elongation, e, for 
the PVC jacketing divided by the elongation value of 
unaged material. 

indicated in boxes.* 

*The literature is essentially devoid of dose rate measurements 
inside of reactor containment buildings, despite the importance 
of such data to predicting the long term aging behavior of 
organic materials in the containment area. Some theoretical 
calculations have been made (3). 

Accurate dose rate measurments inside containment are in fact 
difficult. The values here are approximate, and probably 
represent lower limit values due to several factors: 1) since 
the temperature averaged about 43°C, a partial induced luminescence 
is expected to occur in the CaF2 chips during the course of the 
measurement, thus reducing the apparent luminescence during the 
subsequent counting period: and 2) the chips were placed at 
the top of the cable trays, and were thus partially shielded 
by.the cables from the D20 lines below. Additionally, 
radiation levels are expected to fluctuate at a given point, 
due to variation in operation power, corrosion buildup and 
the speed of circulation of D20 coolant. In particular, 
since the half lives of 16N and 19o in the cool water 
are very short, variations in coolant circulation rate could 
have an influence on radiation levels at positions near the 
coolant lines. 
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While dose rate measurements were unfortunately not made 
along the line of points B-0, measurements (Fig. 9) along the 
opposite side of the room are indicative of the relative 
magnitudes expected at B-0 (values are not expected to correlate 
exactly, since the reactor is not equidistant from the two 
·cable trays).· Even with these small uncertainties, it is clear 
from Figs. 9 apd 10 that the areas showing relatively higher 
damage of both PVC and PE correspond to areas of higher 
radiation dose rate, so that radiation is definitely implicated 
in the degradation process. The higher dose-rate areas result 
from proximity to 61 em diameter pipes carrying 020 coolant 
from the core to the heat exchangers, which pass 1.2 m under 
the cable trays. The radioactivity in the lines results 
from dissolved fission products, which have leaked into the 
!ijolant ~~ream, as well as from at least two unstable isotopes, 

0 and N, generated by irradiation of the o2o: 

In addition, Savannah River personnel monitored the ambient 
temperature at three locations (see points I-III in Fig. 9) inside 
the containment building during a period of ten months. The 
average temperature during operation was approximately 43°C. It 
varied between summer and winter and also varied as a function of 
power level of the reactor~ the range was about 32° - 47°C. 
There was relatively little variation (less than+ l°C) 
between the different measurement points. 

The amount of degradation observed for a maximum estimated 
12 year dose of only 2.5 Mrad is unexpected based on survey 
studies which purport to indicate typical radiation resistance 
of polymeric materials (4-6). For instance, a major compilation 
of radiation aging data is found in the report by the European 
Organization for Nuclear Research (CERN) entitled, "Selection 
Guide to Organic Materials for Nuclear Engineering"(4). The 
tables in this report indicate that at room temperature, 
radiation damage to polyethylene should be "incipient to 
mild" up to about 20 Mrad, "mild to moderate" up to about 90 
Mrad, and "moderate to severe" up. to about 400 Mrad. PVC is 
shown as exhibiting "incipient to mild" damage up to 10 
Mrad, "mild to moderate" damage up to about 80 Mrad, and 
"moderate to severe" damage up to about 400 Mrad. In addition, 
another table (Table III.3) of this document indicates no 
major changes in radiation stability of these materials for 
radiation exposure at 85°C. 
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Accelerated Aging Studies 

In an effort to replicate and understand the degradation 
of PE and PVC as seen in the plant, laboratory aging experiments 
were carried out on the "unaged" Savannah River cable under a 
variety. of thermal, radiation and atmospheric conditions. . We 
set out to conduct survey experiments using dose rates varying 
from about 1 Mrad/hr down to several krad/hr. The upper dose 
rate is typical of that used in material qualification testing 
evaluation programs (l); the lower limit was arrived at due to the 
practical decision of limiting experimental time periods to 
several months. Moderately elevated temperatures for survey 
experiments were chosen so as to slightly accelerate the 
degradation rates without exceeding temperatures which by 
themselves would cause significant material deterioration during 
the time scales of the experiments. 

One of the first questions experimentally addressed was 
whether the degradation of the PE and PVC materials at Savannah 
River was due to specific interactions between the 4 cable 
components (copper, PE, PVC, nylon). For example, the polyethylene 
deterioration might have been accelerated by HCl produced as 
a result of irradia.tion of the PVC. For this reason, combined 
environment radiation at elevated temperature experiments in 
air (80°C, ~ 5 krad/hr) were carried out on: 1) complete, 
intact cable sections; 2) nylon-jacketed PE containing the 
copper conductor, but with the PVC removed; 3) PE containing 
the copper, but with nylon jacketing and PVC removed, and 4) 
PE that had been stripped from the copper conductor, and 
which had nylon and PVC coverings removed. Experiments were 
also performed with PVC jacketing on intact cables as well 
as with PVC that had been separated from the cable. Although 
substantial degradation was observed in each case based on 
tensile measurements, no significant differences in degradation 
rates were found for the PE and PVC materials when aged as 
separated components as opposed to intact cable sections.* 

Given the above results, coupled with the desire to facilitate 
the experiments, the majority of the remaining studies were 
carried out on "prestripped" PE and PVC materials. Some 
striking observations from these aging experiments are clear 
from representative results shown in Figs. 11-16. Figure 11 is 
a plot of tensile elongation for PE as a function of aging 
time in three different environme~ts: 1) elevated temperature 

*However, this does not necessarily rule out a possible effect of 
copper on the degradation rate of PE, since PE samples stripped of 
the conductor may retain traces of copper contamination. Workers 
at Bell Labs have provided evidence of a strong degradation
promoting effect of copper conductor in the thermo-oxidative 
degradation of PE (7). 
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Figure 11. Tensile elongation results for PE insulation as a 
function of aging time in three different laboratory 
environments: 1) elevated temperature, 80°C; 
2) radiation at room temperature, 5 krad/hr at 
25°C; 3) radiation at elevated temperature, 5 krad/hr 
at 80°C. 
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Figure 12. Tensile elongation results for PVC jacketing material 
as a function of aging time in three different laboratory 
environments: 1) elevated temperature, 80°C; 2) radiation 
at room temperature, 4.4 krad/hr at 25°C; 3) radiation at 
elevated temperature, 4.4 krad/hr at 80°C. 
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Figure 13. Tensile elongation results for PE insulation as a function 
of aging time at 5 krad/hr, 80°C in atmospheres of air 
and of N2 . 
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Figcir~ 14. Tertsile elongation.results for PVC jacketin~ as a 
!"unction of aging time at 4. 4 krad/hr, 80°C in 
atmosphere of ·air and of N2 • 
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Figure 15. Tensile elongation results for PVC jacketing as a 
function of dose at 43°C using three different 
dose rates. 
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Figure 16. Tensile elongation results for PE insulation as a 
function of dose at 43°C using three. different dose 
rates. 

only (80°C); 2) irradiation at room temperature (5 krad/hr; 
25°C): 3) irradiation at elevated temperature (5 krad/hr: 
80 °C). ·The data ohown is the average for the three colors 
of insulation tested (white, red, black)~· These results 
demonstrate the existence of a strong synergism between radiation 
and elevated temperature environments. 

·A-ging data on,the PVC jacketing material showed similar 
behavior. Plots of. elongation vs. aging time· under sets of 
environmental conditions similar to those us~d for the PE 
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are shown in Fig. 12. Again, important synergistic effects 
of radiation and moderately elevated temperature are observed. 
The above results are in marked contrast to the CERN data (4,5) 
which indicate .radiation stabilities (mechanical) of 50 Mrad 
and 250 Mrad respectively for PVC and PE at 85°C. 

Additional aging experiments in combined radiation-elevated
temperature environments were performed under an inert ·atmosphere 
of nitrogen. It was found that the exclusion of oxygen stopped 
the rapid synergistic degradation which would otherwise ensue. 
This is. illustrated in Figs. 13 and 14 which show degradation 
data for PE and PVC under experimental conditions that differed 
only in the atmosphere used (air vs. N2 ). 

Figure 15 shows plots of tensile elongation for PVC as a 
function of total radiation dose for a series of combined 
environment exposures at 43°C and various radiation dose rates. 
A strong dose-rate dependency is obvious, with progressively 
higher damage-to-dose ratios obtained as the dose rate is 
lowered. PE was found to exhibit an even stronger dose-rate 
dependency trend (Fig. 16) with the extent of degradation at 
equivalent absorbed dose increasing,· on movinq to lower dose 
rates, by about a factor of 10 over the dose-rate range 
investigated. 

The data shown in Figs. 15 and 16 cover more than 2 orders. 
of magnitude in dose rate. Considering the trends observed, 
it would be reasonable to expect, that at the dose rate present 
in the region of the cable tray in the containment building, 
which was some 2 1/2 orders of magnitude lo\<7er than the 
lowest dose rate used in our experiments, the degradation 
rate would. be even higher. The substantial degradation 
observed in cabling removed from the containment area (which 
had absorbed 2.5 Mrads) is thus readily understandable in 
terms of strong dose-rate effects in these materials. These 
results are not unusual since our extensive experimental 
program has revealed_dose-rate effects at room temperature 
for a large number of other common cable insulation and 
jacketing materials, including ethylene propylene rubber and 
crosslinked polyolefin insulations and chloroprene and chloro
sulfonated polyethylene jackets (8). 

For testing and qualification of materials for application 
in multiple stress environments (such as radiation and elevated 
temperature), the use of sequential aging experiments has been 
suggested(9). This prompted us to carry out a series of 
sequential aging experiments on the PE and PVC cable materials 
employing a) radiation at room temperature (4.4 krad/hr for PVC, 
5 krad/hr for PE, both at 25°C for 83 days), and b) elevated 
temperature (80°C, no irradiation for 83 days). Tensi!e 
elongation values obtained are as follows: For (red) PE, 
radiation followed by elevated temperature: e/e 0 = .17 + 
.04~ elevated temperature followed by radiation: e/e 0 = .72 + 
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.07. For PVC, radiation followed by elevated temperature: 
e/e0 = .32 + .02: elevated temperature followed by radiation: 
e/e0 = .68 + .04. It is seen that degradation is strongly 
dependent on the ordering of the sequential exposures; 
irradiation at room temperature followed by elevated temperature 
exposure is substantially more damaging than the result 
obtained when identical experiments were performed in the 
opposite order. 

This behavior indicates that room temperature irradiation 
of the materials sensitizes them to subsequent thermal degradation. 
This sensitization is further illustrated in F~gs. 17 and 18 
which compare tensile data obtained during the thermal portion 
of a sequential experiment (radiation followed by elevated 
temperature) with data for exposure at the same elevated 
temperature, but without pre-irradiation. It is. seen that a 

·rapid degradation having no induction period occurs upon 
exposure of pre-irradiated samples of either PE or PVC to an 
elevated temperature environment. No substantial amount of the 
opposite phenomena, namely elevated-temperature sensitization of 
the polymers to radiation-induced de.gradation, was found with 
these materials. (However, Japanese workers have recently found 
evidence for such thermal sensitization in certain other types 
of materials (10) .) · 
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Figure 17. Tensile elongation results for PE insulation as a 
function of aging time at 80°C .. Upper curve: 
unirradiated. material. Lower curve: material 
preirradiated at 5 ktad/hr for 83 days at 25uc 
in air. 
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Figure 18. Tensile elongation results for PVC jacketing as a 
function of aging time at 80°C. Upper curve: 
unirradiated material. Lower curve: material· 
preirradiated at 4.4 krad/hr for 83 days ~t 25°C 
in air. 

Cable materials that were aged under laboratory conditions 
showed several degradation characteristics analogous to those 
seen with the deteriorated cable found in the containment 
building. The polyethylene degradation rate in the three-
conductor cable used in the aging experiments had a color 
dependency, with black insulation more stable than red which., 
in turn, was more stable than white. The magnitude of the 
differences between the colors depended on the particular 
experimental conditions. The color differences parallel the 
trend found for the cable removed from the 'containment building. 
The relative stability of the black insulation likely results 
from the carbon black coloring agent, which can act as an 
antioxidant (11). Color dependency in thermo•oxidative degradation 
of PE has been reported before (12), and follows approximately 
the same order of stability found here for radiation-induced 
degradation. In the naturally-aged cable removed from containment, 
as well as in laboratory aged samples, the nylon jacketing 
exhibited progressive yellowing and embrittlement on aging -
roughly in correlation with advancing embrittlement of the 
PE. However, no quantitative measurements of nylon degradation 
were made. 
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Infrared spectroscopy on laboratory aged PE samples revealed 
a correlation between the formation and growth of a band in.the 
carbonyl region (Fig. 19) and the decrease in tensile elongation. 
This carbonyl band is a characteristic end product of oxidation: 
·it is broad, with multiple maxima, as would be expected for a 
collection of carbonyl groups of different structure. Infrared 
spectra were also obtained on PE at intervals along the cable 
removed from containment. It was found that embrittled regions 
showed strong carbonyl peaks while undamaged regions exhibited 
no absorption in this region (Fig. 19). Moreover, the shapes 
of the carbonyl bands in the damaged sections from containment 
and in the laboratory aged specimens were very similar, indicating 
that the chemistry induced in the laboratory aging experiments was 
similar to that in the reactor environment. From the above results, 
it appears that the degradation occurring under accelerated aging 
conditions and plant conditions is qua~itatively similar. 

Chemical Mechanism of Degradation 

Oxygen diffusion effects have been cited before as a factor 
that can lead to dose-rate effects (13,14), and this is believed to 
be a contributing factor in the present case. However, the 
evidence tends to indicate that in this case a predominant 
reason for the aging phenomena observed (synergism, ordering 
dependence in sequential experiments, radiation sensitization, 
and dose-rate effects) results from a mechanism involving 
the formation and subsequent breakdown of peroxides. This can 
be visualized in terms of a time-dependent thermal amplification 
of the radiation damage, which results from the breakdown of 
peroxides as a rate-limiting step in the radiation-initiated 
degradation. Figure 20 presents a simplified degradation scheme ( 15). ,' 
Chemical bonds are broken under the influence of high-energy 
irradiation to produce free radicals that react with 02 to yield 
degradation products that include peroxides. The formation and 
build-up of substantial concentrations of hydroperoxides on room
temperature irradiation of PE and PVC samples in air has been 
documented (16). Peroxides are thermally labile: cleavage produces 
radicals, which, in the presence of oxygen, lead to more degradation 
and more peroxides in a chain-branching mechanism. 

Kinetics of hydroperoxide homolysis in solution have been 
extensively investigated(l7-19). Activation energies vary over a 
broad range (17) and can be substantially lower than the theoretical 
value for unimolecular dissociation (17,20), dependent on peroxide 
concentration, solvent environment and the presence of trace 
impurities. In bulk polymer specimens, products formed from 
radical chain reactions should be relatively immobilized, thus 
giving rise to localized high concentrations of peroxides and 
other oxidation products. Numerous impurities, including metals, 
are typically contained in commercial polymers. Evidence of 
qreakdown of hydroperoxides·on a short timescale has been seen 
before in thermo-oxidative studies of low density PEat ll0°C (21). 
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Figure 19. Fourier Transform Infrared Spectra of PE insulation. 
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Curve.l: unaged laboratory sample. Curve 2: Sample 
removed from containment position H (see Figs. 9 and 
10) which exhibited no apparent deterioration. Curve 
3: Sample removed from containment position F (see 
'Figs. 9 and 10) which exhibited substantial embrit
tlement. Curve 4i Laboratory aged sample (42 krad/ 
hr, at 90°C to 17.9 Mrad total dose). Note the 
presence of the. carbonyl bands near 1700 cm-1 for 
the aged samples. 
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Figure 20. Chemical mechanism for radiation-induced oxidation. 

Given the above, it is not unreasonable that thermal breakdown of 
peroxides proceeds at a moderate, rate-determining level for 
the modest temperatures and reasonably long time scales used 
in this study. 

A chemical technique was developed t9 substantiate the role 
of .the peroxide-mediated pathway in the aging effects observed. 
The technique is modeled on a solution method for reducing 
hydroperoxides to alcohols by treatment with triphenylphosphine 
or related derivatives (22). Because it was necessary to carry out 
tensile tests subsequent to the experiments, dissolution was 
precluded. Instead, intact polymer samples were treated with 
gaseous phosphine, PRJ, with the expectation that it could 
diffuse into the matrix to destroy existing peroxides. 

Results of experiments in which PVC and PE specimens were 
irradiated in air at room temperature·, treated with PRJ for 24 hr 
and finally placed in an elevated temperature air environment are 
given in Table I together with the results for samples similarly 
aged but untreated with PRJ. The PRJ-treated samples exhibited 
essentially no degradation during subsequent thermal exposure. 
As.shown in Figure 21, infrared results indicated that thermal 
exposure of the preirradiated, PRJ-treated samples resulted 
in no increase in carbonyl absorption, in marked contrast to 
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TABLE I 

SEQUENTIAL (RADIATION FOLLOWED BY ELEVATED TEMPERATURE) EXPERIMENTS: 
EFFECT OF INTERVENING PH3 TREATMENT ON TENSILE ELONGATION 

Experimental 
Conditionsa PVC 

Unaged material . 1. 0 + 0.05 -
y o·. 74 + 0.04 -
y; T 0.38 + 0.03 ..... 
y; PH3 ; T o. 74 + 0.04 -

e/e b 
0 

1.0 

0.71 

0.03 

0.75 

PE 

+ -
+ -
+ -
+ -

0.1 

0.08 

0.03 

0.08 

ay =gamma radiation- 5 krad/hr. (for PE), 4.4 krad/hr for (PVC) at 
25°C for 96 days in air. T = thermal exposure of 80°C for 25 .days 
in air. PH3 = 1.4 x 106 Pa (200 psi) of PH3 at 25°C for 1 day. 

bSample tensile elongation divided by i.nitial elongation. 

1 2 3 4 
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Figure 21. Fourier Transf.orm Infrared Spectra on sequentially 
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aged PE. samples with. and without PH3 treatment:· 1) 
unaged material; 2) radiation aging only; 3) radiation 
aging followed by elevated temperature aging; 4) 
radiation aging followe~ by PH3 treatment ~ollowed b~ . 
elevated temperature agJ.ng. In each expe:r;J.ment, rad·J.atJ.on 
was-4.4 krad/hr at 25°C (total· dose= 10 Mrad). Thermal 
treatment was 80°C. for 25 days·. PH3 treatment was 
1.4 x l06 Pa (200 psi) at 25°C for I day. · . 



results obtained in the absence of intervening PH3 treatment. 
These results offer strong evidence for the importance of 
hydroperoxide breakdown to the observed dose-rate, synergistic 
and ordering effects. 

To provide evidence that oxygen is involved in both steps of 
the sequential radiation-thermal degradation mechanism, sequential 
experiments were run in which samples were 1) y -irradiated at 
room temperature under nitrogen, then thermally aged in air: 2) 
y-irradiated at room temperature in air, then thermally aged under 
nitrogen. Table II presents tensile data from these two 
experiments along with data from sequential experiments 
performed in an air environment throughout. Consistent with 
the mechanism in Fig. 20, it is clear that the degradation 
in the sequential experiment does require the presence of oxygen 
for both steps. · 

Samples of PVC were also examined using the technique of 
thermally induced chemiluminescence. Light output as a function 
of time for samples heated at 150°C was monitored for specimens 
having three different aging histories: a) unaged material, 
b) material irradiated at 4.4 krad/hr for 83 days at room 
temperature c) ·material ·irradiated at 4.4 krad/hr for 83 days 
.at room temperature followed by elevated temperature treatment 
of 80°C for 83 days. Thermal luminescence curves are shown in 

TABLE II 

TENSILE ELONGATION RESULTS FOR SEQUENTIAL AGING EXPERIMENTS 
IN NITROGEN ENVIRONMENTS 

Experimental 
Conditionsa 

Unaged material 

y in air 

y in air; T in air. 

y in N2; T in air 

y in air; T in N2 

e/e
0 

b 

PVC 

1.0 +-0.05 

0.80 + 0.04 -
0.;32 + 0·. 02. 
-· 

1.02 + 0.05 -
0. 8-3 + 0.04 

ay and T have the same meaning_as irt Table I. 

bsample elongation divided b_:Y initial-elongation. 

PE 

1.0 + 0.1 

0.68· + 0.09 -
0.17 + 0.1 -
1.01 + 0.1 -
0.81 + 0.08 
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Fig. 22. Values measured for the initial burst of light (in 
counts per second above the instrument background levels 
of 100 cps) are as follows: 

a) 150 cps: b) 1450 cps: c) 400 cps 

The chemiluminescence phenomenon in organic materials is 
believed to be associated with accumulated peroxidic moieties. 
The data obtained are thus consistent with the mechanistic 
picture of the build-up of peroxides during the irradiation. 
Examination of Fig. 18, showing thermally-induced mechanical 
degradation of preirradiated PVC, would indicate a time-dependent 
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Figure 22. Chemiluminescence analysis of PVC samples (each sample 
run in duplicate). Light intensity in counts per second 
is shown, as a function of time, for samples heated at 
150°C: a) unaged material, b) material irradiated at 
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4.4 krad/hr for 83 days at room temperature, c) material 
irradiated at 4.4 krad/hr for 83 days at room temperature 
followed by elevated temperature treatment of 80°C for 
83 days. Instrument background count was 100 cps. 



degradation rate for the pre-irradiated samples, such that 
the initially high rate diminishes with time. Consistent 
with this, the luminescence data indicate a time-dependent 
decrease in peroxide content during thermal treatment of 
pre-irradiated samples. This is seen by comparison of the 
luminescence for samples b and c, and also by the time-dependent 
behavior of the luminescence emitted by sample b. 

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Based on our laboratory experiments and on the information 
gathered at Savannah River, we conclude that the embrittled PE 
and partially damaged PVC found in the reactor containment 
building resulted from oxidative degradation. The degradation 
was initiated by the action of high energy radiation and required 
the presence of atmospheric oxygen. The radiation dose rate 
inside the containment area was seen to vary significantly 
from one location to another, with extensive material degradation 
associated with areas of locally high radiation intensity. We 
find no evidence that material interactions between the PE 
insulation and PVC jacketing of the cable played any significant 
role. The degradation rate of the PE insulation material was 
found to be strongly dependent on the coloring agent used, with 
black having the highest stability. We have demonstrated that the 
cable degradation which occurred in the reactor can be simulated 
quite well on a relatively short time scale under laboratory 
conditions in which both the radiation and the elevated temperature 
conditions are intensified. 

In the past, studies intending to survey the radiation 
stability of organic materials have typically been performed 
over short timescales at very high dose rates (4,5) (on the 
order of 1 Mrad/hr or even 10 Mrad/hr). It is clear from the 
results obtained here that such survey results may be totally 
inappropriate when selecting materials for low-dose-rate, 
long-term applications. 

The high degree of degradation exhibited by the Savannah 
River cable at a total absorbed dose of only 2.5 Mrad during. 
its 12 yr service life, which seemed surprising by comparison 
with published data on radiation stabilities of the polymers 
involved, can b.e understood in terms of a time dependent 
effect. our aging experiments provide unmistakable indications 
that the materials used at Savannah River would be expected 
t.o exhil.Jitrnajor degradation problems under low-level, long-term 

·radiation conditions.. This· is clearly seen by the dose-rate 
·experiments SIJrilmarized in Figs. 15 and 16. An additional 
indication of long-term problems comes from the radiation-elevated 
temperature experiments as shown in Figs •. 11· and 12 (increased 
temperature raises the. reaction· rates of· the degradation 
pathways: involved and results in an acceleration of the time 
scale) •. 
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Current materials aging methodology used for nuclear 
qualification as given by IEEE (9) specify an upper limit of 1 Mrad/hr 
on the dose rate for radiation aging. Our work brings to light 
the occurrence of large dose-rate effects spanning several orders 
of magnitude of dose rates below this level. One approach that has 
been applied to accelerated radiation aging is an attempt to com
pensate for any dose-rate effects by increasing the total. dose given 
in the aging experiment. One of the IEEE standards for nuclear 
qualification refers to two empirical formulas for estimating the 
"overdose" necessary (9a). Applying one of these formulas(23) to the 
present case (25 rads/hr maximum for 12 years giving an integrated 
dose of 2.5 Mrad in the reactor) it would be predicted that an 
overdose by a factor of 2.5 would be necessary to simulate 
the plant condition using a 1 Mrad/hr dose rate. This equates 
to a total dose of 6 Mrad. Examination of Figs. 15 and 16 
reveal that atter 6 Mract at 1 Mract/hr, the Observable mechanical· 
damage is negligible, in strong contrast to what was actually 
observed at the reactor. Applying the other of these formulas 
(24), an entirely different prediction is obtained, with a 
calculated overdose by a factor of 66, or 165 Mrad total dose. 
Ongoing experiments in our laboratories with other cable insulation 
types are revealing that the magnitude of dose-rate effects varies 
tremendously from on~ materiai type to another. The use of any 
empirical "overdose" approach for accelerated aging ha:s.serious 
drawbacks, in that the dose chosen may lead to a substantial under
estimation of damage in the case of materials having very large dose
rate effects, while overestimating damage for materials having minor 
dose-rate effects. 

Additionally, the IEEE guidelines (9) suggest the use 
of sequential experiments for laboratory simulation of multiple 
stress environments such as radiation and elevated temperature, 
and suggest a sequence involving thermal aging in an air 
circulating oven followed by radiation exposure (9b). The 
results obtained here demonstrate that in fact the ordering 
of such sequential exposures is an important consideration, 
since it can have a tremendous ef.fect on the extent of degradation 
incurred by polymeric materials. Moreover, we find that for 
the materials investigated here, the correlation between 
sequential aging experiments and combined environment aging 
is not straightforward. Also, simple thermal aging data of 
polymers can become irrelevant when radiation is a factor, 
since the ra~iation can drastically alter the ~l!~~~P..!-.i..l.?.!"!~!.!-Y. 
of the mater1al to thermal degradation. 

This work illustrates how radiation-thermal aging tests 
using several dose rates and several temperatures can be useful 
to indicate in advance that major degradation problems would 
be expected with the long~term use of certain organic materials 
in a nuclear reactor containment application. 
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